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Legal mechanisms 
for data stewardship



• How we can we achieve the trustworthy and responsible use and 
management of data?

• How can we unlock the benefits of data in a way that’s fair, equitable and 
focused on social benefit?

• How can we facilitate data sharing while protecting rights and enabling 
wider public benefit?

Starting point



Data trusts Data 
cooperatives

Corporate and 
contractual mechanisms

Legal Mechanisms for Data Stewardship Working Group

Working group of legal, technical and policy experts to survey 
the current state of development of legal mechanisms



• Individuals delegate data rights or the beneficial interest in those rights to 
trustees. Trustees exercise the data rights on behalf of the trust’s 
beneficiaries

• Purposes specified in the trust’s founding documents

• Data trustees will have a fiduciary responsibility to exercise data rights

• Gain negotiating power to reach favourable terms of data use in contract 
negotiations

Data trusts | How do they work?



Data trusts



• What are the limitations of existing rights and what happens when different 
rights interact?

• Incentives and training required for trustees to take up a complex role

• What type of interfaces will be needed in order to securely access 
credentials

• Funding model and incentives underlying the sustainability of data trusts

Data trusts | Open questions

Initial remarks



• Members voluntarily pool resources and have an equal stake in the 
organisation and its management

• The stewardship of the data is a joint responsibility of the common owners

• Data is stewarded in the collective interests of the members

Data cooperatives | How do they work?

Initial remarks



Data cooperatives



Data stewardship: exploring alternative data governance models

Data cooperatives | Open questions

• Uptake challenges?

• Growth?

• Rights, accountability and governance?

• Financial sustainability?



• Facilitate data sharing between parties for a defined set of aims or an agreed 
purpose.

• Core purpose could be wider than just the benefit gained by those who 
make use of data.

• Data stewardship can be used to generate trust between all parties involved.

Corporate and contractual mechanisms



Corporate and contractual



• What are the roles, responsibilities, qualifications and potential competing 
interests among various parties in the ecosystem?

• How can PETs help ensure regulatory compliance and the protection of 
commercially confidential information?

Data stewardship: exploring alternative data governance models

Corporate and contractual mechanisms | 

Open questions



Overview



Ada Lovelace Institute
@AdaLovelaceInst



From ‘us-and-them’ to ‘all-together’: 
Setting up a transparent, flexible and responsive 

deliberative Board to nurture Trust 

Wen Hwa Lee, PhD – CEO Action Against AMD
Chair INSIGHT Data Trust Advisory Board



TRUST



Data Trust Advisory Board
DataTAB



Data Trust Advisory Board
DataTAB

• Assess and provide recommendations
on every application to access data 
through INSIGHT

• Develop and regularly review its own 
criteria to assess these applications

• Providing feedback on process and 
outcomes for granting or denying 
requests
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Capturing the voices of many for a 
multitude of innovative data requests

Responsive:
At least once a 
quarter

Flexible:
Option to call 
upon ad hoc  
input

Diverse:
Communities, 
sectors & 
dimensions

Transparent:
Publicly sharing 
recommendations, 
outcomes

Citizens:
Experience, 
not labels



Jointly developing criteria and making 
decisions

1. Is there a clear audit trail of how the data is being used and published?

2. Is there a clear clinical outcome, social care or public health outcome?

3. Does the proposed application pose a significant risk to individuals’ 
privacy?

4. Will data obtained through INSIGHT be linked to other datasets? If so, 
has the applicant considered the risks and offered a mitigation process?

5. Are the risk mitigation process(es) realistic and sufficient?

6. Has the applicant taken into account public/ patients’ view when 
designing and formulating their research question(s)/ project proposal?

7. Does the project outcome strike a good balance between public good, 
scientific discovery, value generation?

8. Will the proposed outcome disadvantage any group or individual?



Trust thrives in transparency

https://theodi.org/project/insight/

https://www.insight.hdrhub.org/
data-trust-advisory-board

https://theodi.org/project/insight/
https://www.insight.hdrhub.org/data-trust-advisory-board




Empowering the public and 
patients with real, active roles in 

deciding who should get access to 
data and for what purpose




